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Introduction
Sited at the heart of Kathmandu metropolis, Bagbazar, 
KMSS alias KMC is a premier and time -tested 
academic hub for the aspirants seeking for top-notch 
higher education in Nepal. Since its inception in 2000 
A.D., KMSS has exuberantly carved out an enviable 
niche itself at the pinnacle of the best +2 schools in the 
country. In course of its about two decade’s glorious 
academic odyssey, it has earned its discrete place of 
pride and stands out from the crowd in academic par 
excellence across the nation. KMSS has renovated and 
refurbished its facilities time and again and upholds 
inimitable techno-friendly and congenial academic 
milieu conducive to teaching learning activities. Where 
we are today in the academic dome is the upshot of 
our relentless endeavors in exploring new terrains in 
professional education. KMSS is committed to redefine 
modern education and retain its historical legacy of 
its academic excellence throughout and aspires for 
soaring even higher in the academia.

KMSS seeks to instill discipline, nurture decency, inculcate 
moral values and kindle a fervor and ardor for learning by 
fostering an apposite ambiance of intellectual vigor with its 
edge-cut labs, state-of-the- art infrastructures outfitted with 
ultra-modern technology and seasoned faculty members rich 
with industry experience. KMSS makes deliberate efforts to 
set the students’ dream into motion and hanker to take the 
learning experience beyond the classroom to make it a unique 
pool of talent. We have had consistently high and best-ever 
(100%) NEB result every year and we owe our up-and-coming 

popularity and the saga of success to our dyed-in-the-wool faculty 
members with extensive professional know-how and their untiring 
efforts and the unstinted guidance to our students. 

KMSS has kept itself abreast of modern educational trends and 
caters competent modern education in resonance with the 
values of life and remains committed to pursue its goal ‘Academic 
Excellence Through Quality Education’. Every year, more than 
10,000 students take entrance examination to get enrollment at 
+2 levels in KMSS which is a solid testimony of the faith and belief 
of our parents and guardians which they have bestowed upon us. 
KMSS boasts of its holistic approach of enriching students’ learning 
experience reinforcing practical and student centered teaching 
learning pedagogy which is modern, resourceful, innovative and 
enterprising.

KMSS aims at unfolding the students’ innate potentialities 
encouraging initiative, futuristic outlook and cultural consciousness 
and preparing foundations for highly qualified human resources 
needed for the global market of 21st century. Ethos, team spirit and 
community service are strongly imbibed in our students through 
assorted through student driven activities. It does its utmost not 
only for the academic development of the students but also for 
their physical, mental and emotional growth through various co-
curricular and extra-curricular activities. KMSS caters holistic de 
elopement of the students; advocates academic eminence and 
assures quality education at affordable cost. Strategies being tagged 
along today may turn almost obsolete tomorrow. KMSS inexorably 
presumes to guide the avenues for the future of today’s generation 
by nurturing intellectual dynamism and moral rectitude. 
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Proud   Moments

KMSS, Bagbazar has been honoured by prestigious Educational Award 
2074 by the Ministry of Education, Nepal for its outstanding results in 
Grade XII among the private schools of Nepal.  

KMSS, Lalitpur has been honoured by prestigious Educational Award 2075 by the Ministry of Education, Nepal for its outstanding 
results in Grade XII among the private schools of Nepal.  

KMC School  has been honoured by prestigious 
Educational Award by the Kathmandu Metrpolitan 
City in 2075, for its outstanding results in SEE 
among the private schools of Nepal.  
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Goals

Goals & Achievements  

To impart sound 
professional training 

and knowledge to 
students and to 

inculcate in them 
time-tested values and 
responsibilities as good 
citizens of the country.

To strengthen 
students’ 

capacity to cope 
with all kinds 

of challenging 
situations.

To foster all round 
development of 

students through 
curricular and 

extra-curricular 
programs.

To motivate students to 
become self-reliant and 

promote harmonious 
relations through unity 
and interaction among 
multi-cultural, multi-

religious, multi-lingual, 
and multi ethnic 

groups.

To motivate 
students to strive 

for and attain 
academic and 
professional 
excellence.

Achievements  
KMC has been 
honoured by 

Educational Award 
2074 by Ministry 

of Education for its 
outstanding results.  

Nationwide 
outstanding 
results at +2 
levels in both 

streams, Science 
and Management 

(up to 100%)

An institution 
with a difference 

in maintaining 
discipline 

and academic 
standards for 

the last nineteen 
years. A visionary plan 

to get converted 
into a university 
(an institution 
running classes 
from Play Group 

to Master’s 
Degree).

Producing such 
students who not only 

Secure their place at 
CA and other reputed 

institutions with 
scholarship but also 

easily get accepted at  
prestigious universities 

in such countries as USA, 
UK, Australia and Japan.
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PrincipalMessage from the
I’d like, before all else, to extend my inmost gratitude to 
our valued parents and guardians for the faith and belief 
showered upon KMSS!

It is deemed righteous to serve the seekers of knowledge, 
and it is in the ethos of KMSS to empower every learner 
who wends his way to our portal. Enthused by our 
motto -‘Academic Excellence through Quality Education’ 
we galvanize our students to spawn lasting passion for 
learning and enable them to look beyond their abilities 
and achieve what they believed not to be thought of. We 
mould our students to be supple, collaborative, creative, 
critical thinkers and proactive lifelong learners to adopt 
in the increasingly fluid and rapidly evolving global society.

KMSS is a quintessence of academic excellence and withal 
it espouses extensive range of co-curricular and extra-
curricular activities to help them perceive the world from 
diverse angles.

And what is more, it hones on the preparation of 
various competitive entrance examinations. As a result, 
a significant number of students merit in CA and BBA 
courses in reputed national and international universities.

Being a part of the KMSS means being part of a warm 
and welcoming family, KMC Educational Network. It’s 
my privilege to invite you all fresh SEE graduates to be 
a part of this family. We ensure you that you will embark 
on a global career leaving a blazing trail of success. KMSS 
will provide you a plethora of unparalleled opportunities 
to experience the joy of learning, the wonders of new 
knowledge and help unearth your limitless potential.

Have a visit to KMSS and feel good to get good education. 
Be the yardstick of quality, soak in the spirit of learning 
that KMSS imbibes and take your career dreams to the 
next level.

Dr. Nagendra Bdr.  Aryal
Principal

KMSS WILL PROVIDE 
YOU A PLETHORA 
OF UNPARALLELED 
OPPORTUNITIES TO 
EXPERIENCE THE JOY OF 
LEARNING, THE WONDERS 
OF NEW KNOWLEDGE AND 
HELP UNEARTH YOUR 
LIMITLESS POTENTIAL.

“

”
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Academic AdvisorMessage from the

In recent years, legal education has become most 
attractive to both the students and parents. Thus, all 
the law campuses/colleges (12 campuses) of different 
universities in Nepal have top competition to got 
enrolment. The Nepal Open University has also been 
offering LL.B programme from last year. There are few 
reasons to have huge pressure in legal education, these 
include:
• To acquire knowledge of law
• To be recognized as legally aware and a civilized citizen in the 

society
• To involve in legal profession (judge, lawyer, law professor, legal 

researcher, diplomat, etc.)
• To be qualified for promoting as chief of quasi judicial body/

office
• To be a successful politician and administrator

I, therefore would like to suggest to SEE graduate students 
to study law for making wide range brighter future carrier. 
Kathmandu Model Higher Secondary School (KMHSS) is one of 
the top ranked academic institution in Nepal which is successful 
to implement its motto “academic excellence through quality 
education”. It is committed to maintain its top ranking position 
in legal education too. I would like to suggest to join KMHSS for 
quality legal education. I feel proud to be an academic advisor of 
KMHSS.

Prof. Dr. Tara Prasad Sapkota
Senior Advocate, Supreme Court of Nepal
Former Dean, Faculty of Law, Tribhuvan University
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SCIENCE
The +2 science program at KMC is distinct in many respects. The 
program will give you the preparation you’ll need to start strong. 
We go heavy on faculty-guided, hands-on experiences so that 
when you graduate +2, you’ll have professional confidence—and 
the skills to back it up.

STREAM CLASS  COMPULSORY SUBJECTS OPTIONAL SUBJECT (Any One) TIME

Management XI English, Nepali, Accountancy, Economics, Computer Science Morning (6:20 AM -11:00 AM) 
    /Hotel Management/ Day (12:00 NOON - 4:30 PM)
    Business Studies/Maths

Management XII English, Accountancy, Economics Computer Science
    /Hotel Management/
    Business Studies/Maths &
    Business Maths/Marketing

Humanities  XI English, Nepali, Major English,   Morning (6:20 AM -11:00 AM) 
   Mass Communication, Sociology 
Humanities  XII English, Rural Economics, Major English,
   Mass Communication, Sociology

Law   XI Compulsory English, Compulsory Nepali,   Morning (6:20 AM -11:00 AM) 
   General Principles and Theories of Law
   Nepalese Legal System,  
   Constitutional Law and Nepalese Constitution
Law   XII English, Legal Drafting
   Procedural Law, Civil Law and Justice and Criminal 
   Law and Justice, Human Rights

NEB  Programs
MANAGEMENT
The +2 program in management is equally sound in terms of 
its physical resources, human resources and academic results. 
This program facilitated by highly professional teachers, 
encourages plenty of extra curricular activities with regular 
evaluation system and a high degree of discipline. 

HUMANITIES & LAW
KMC also offers you +2 courses in the Faculty of Humanities 
and Law. These programs are facilitated by highly professional 
teachers. 

Kathmandu Model College/Kathmandu Model Secondary School 7
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We at KMC, with the best 

of our capabilities impart 

education not only leading 

the children towards their 

future careers, but also 

instill in the young minds the 

cultural ethos and motivation 

for hard work. Along with 

academic lectures, research 

and presentations, numerous 

ECA and CCA activities are 

the massive steps KMC takes 

to prepare resourceful, responsible and skillful generations despite 

any future endeavors they choose for themselves.

We, at KMSS allow our students to organize and conduct spectacular 

programs such as the Annual School Fest where they can expand 

their managerial skills to a greater extent. Furthermore, we also 

conduct creative and constructive competitions to explore the 

hidden potentials in various fields like literature and music and so 

on. In addition, several career counseling sessions are also organized 

by the school. Personally, I feel extremely proud to be a member of 

this institution for the last 12 years gaining knowledge and making 

memories through teaching-learning activities. The children of today 

are the foundations for tomorrow, so I will always try my level best 

to work for the welfare of the students and to take the institution 

achieve new heights of success.

Dambar Bahadur Shrestha

Faculty of Management and Humanities (Morning Shift)

Academic Coordinator
Message from the

Academic Coordinator
Message from the

Legal education in Nepal is at 
a pivotal moment right now. 
As the nation has embarked 
on the Federal system of 
governance, the role of 
the legal professionals has 
increased significantly. From 
local level judicial committees 
to the federal bureaucracy, 
the demand for the qualified 
personals has been increasing 
day by day. Similarly, as our 
society has become increasingly complex and regulated, the 
study of law provides an extraordinary range of knowledge 
and skills that are highly valued, not only in the rapidly evolving 
legal profession, but also in the other areas like corporate, 
governmental, nonprofit, and technological sectors.

KMSS is evolving and innovating to address the needs and 
changes brought on by the shifting landscape. We are focused 
tightly on increasing the value and skills that the college 
provides to our students. The knowledge and skills you gain 
over the next couple of years will form the foundation of 
your legal career. By joining us as a student of law, you can 
ensure that the foundation you build at KMSS will support 
your professional goals.

We take a holistic approach to legal education that 
combines academic rigor with practical experience that will 
give you the skills needed for successful legal career. Our 
commitment is to provide the students with an excellent 
legal education. Starting on your first day, you will meet with 
your mentors, experienced attorneys, and academicians to 
help your transition to be a law student. I invite you to learn 
more about what we offer, and please don’t hesitate to reach 
out to us directly on telephone or schedule a visit to our 
beautiful school.

I welcome you to be a part of KMSS +2.

Hreedaya Pandit
Faculty of Law
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Excellence in anything starts with a vision, a passion 
and a will!

KMSS Management Stream with a humble beginning in 
its instigation has tenaciously clambered to the apex in 
its two decade long academic odyssey. Year after year, 
we are incredibly proud and elated by the pleasing 
and strong track record of academic achievement of 
our management students. Through the years, several 
management students have earned copious awards 
and accolades for their outstanding academic results. 
What is more, a great many KMSS students have 
placed themselves at the forefront in the CA entrance 
examinations and bagged 100% scholarships from 
renowned national and international colleges.
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FUTURE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS FROM KMC  
SELECTED IN CA BOARD IN 2018 (2075)

KMC – The platform 
that elevated and 
transfigured a life, 

neutral between the forces of 
rationalism and irrationalism, 
to a life, awaken with the 
sight of rational and visionary 
world.

During these days, if I try 
to mirror myself in my 
conscience I could precisely 
mark the changes I had gone 
through in these two years 
of journey with KMC. KMC 
had turned to be a “Beacon 
of Hope” for me that holds 
the promise of hope, hope – 
that I could now achieve all 
the dreams I dreamt for “I am 
not the one, I was before”, 
KMC’s educative environment 
engulfed with intellectual 
mentors and its opportunity   
showering facility had 
aggrandized my skills and 
had transformed me into a 
bonafide student. So, if I could 
only turn back the irreversible 
time. It would be inevitable 
for me to stop myself from 
getting plunged in the gallery 
of memories I had with KMC.
I pray the almighty to pave. 
the path of my success with 
the same canopy that KMC 
sheltered me under, for this 
two years.

Deepak Chhetry
Grade XII

BISHES SHRESTHA
CA Foundation

PAWAN GAIHRE
CA Foundation

PAWAN PANDEY
CA Foundation

BISHAL BUDHA CHHETRI
CA Foundation

KISMAT BABU PAUDEL 
CA Foundation

JAFFAR ANSARI 
CA Foundation

PRAGATI GHIMIRE
CA Foundation

OM PRAKASH YADAV
CA Foundation

ANISH BANJARA
CA Foundation

LAXMAN SHAH
CA Foundation

SAROJ RANA MAGAR
CA Foundation

SANJEEV POKHREL
CA Foundation

ANISHA DHUNGEL
CA Foundation

ARJAN BHATTA
CA Foundation

MANISHA AGRAWAL
CA Foundation

SHOBHA GURUNG
CA Foundation

BIRAT BABU DHAKAL
CA Foundation

MUNA NAHARKI
CA Foundation

MANISHA POUDEL
CA Foundation

SUSHIL TIMALSINA
CA Foundation
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PRIYA MITTAL
TOPPER, 2012 (90% IN HSEB RESULT)

SABINA GURUNG
TOPPER, 2016 (88.4% IN HSEB RESULT)

SUPRIYA SHARMA
TOPPER, 2015 (92% IN HSEB RESULT)

PRANAV PRATIK TULSHYAN
ALL INDIA TOPPER IN IPCC-CA IN 2015

The journey of my cricket started while I was studying 
in grade X and I was just sixteen. I had a great interest 
and enthusiasm in sports. I adore every sport but cricket 
is the most desired game for me. My father and mother 
cherished my interest in cricket and I was admitted in 
cricket academy. Since then I have been playing cricket 
academically. I have played several local tournaments 
and school level tournaments. Apart from this, I have 
been to India and I have got the opportunity to learn 
cricket under the national 0-16 coach Mr. Sudeep 
Sharma and ice level -2 Indian coaches Mr. Nishan Jaini. 

After graduating SEE, I found it a daunting task to find 
the best school for my +2 study. Choosing the right 
stream and right +2 school really addled me.  My kith 
and kin and my nearest friends suggested me some +2 
colleges which I had not even heard of. I didn’t think 
of visiting any school as I knew they make very tall 
claims. I was not enticed by any gimmick ads and grand 
buildings. I searched and investigated for those schools 
which have well-proven track record in NEB results and 
found KMSS which had invincible result in NEB exam. As 
I joined, I found a very caring and homely environment 
here. I found the faculty members highly experienced, 
exceptionally supportive and approachable. It was 
great to study at KMSS. 

I recommend SEE graduates to join KMSS without any 
hesitation. You will get everything at KMSS that you are 
looking for.

Saurav Gautam  
KMC Cricket Captain 
XII MANAGEMENT

Deepika Agrawal     
XII MANAGEMENT

After SEE I was in search of the best college where I 
could nurture my interest in cricket and seek academic 
excellence. I was fascinated by the name and fame of 
KMSS and chose to be a KMSSian. I found a very caring 
and homely environment. I can positively say KMSS 
has helped me follow my dream. I got every moment at 
KMSS full of learning opportunities that were full of fun 
and frolic and sometimes with academic grind that one 
has to go through. Being at KMSS, it was really a great 
experience to cherish that most young minds won’t get 
to in their entire lives.
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Admission 
Procedure

Eligibility

>>  KMC EXCELLENCE AWARD of Rs. 15,001/- along with a trophy will be awarded to the students for overall excellent performance in all 
the activities including their academic excellence.

>> BISHNU-RADHA AWARD of Rs. 10,001/- cash along with a trophy, established by Mr. Bishnu Prasad Sharma, Founder Chairman of KMC 
will be awarded to any two KMC faculty toppers in NEB Exam of Class XI.

>> AAMA DIL KUMARI AWARD of Rs. 5,001/- cash along with a Trophy, established by Mr. Lank Bahadur K.C., Founder, will be awarded to 
two of the girl students of KMC, scoring the highest marks in NEB Exam of XI.

>> AAMA MAYADEVI AWARD of Rs. 5,001/- cash along with a Trophy, established by Mr. Dhruba Bhattarai, Founder Director of KMC, will 
be awarded to the girl’s topper student of Management  in NEB Exam of grade XI.

Special Awards

Scholarship

* Note:
 Scholarships quota is limited so it will be provided according to first come first admission basis.  
 Scholarships on tuition fees during are allocated up to first 3 months and will be changed 

according to the result of every terminal examinations.
 It will be cancelled at any time if the students fail to maintain the rules and regulation of the 

school/college.

KMC Provides different Scholarships on tuition fees in grade XII as well.

SCHOLARSHIP SCHEMES IN GRADE XI MANAGEMENT, HUMANITIES AND LAW*

S.N. SEE CGPA MARKS IN KMC ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME NUMBER OF SCHOLAR
1 4.00 70 and above  All Fees Except Registration Fee All
2 3.65-3.95 65 and above 100% on Tuition, Annual and RP fee 30
3 3.25-3.6 75 and above 100% on Tuition, Annual and RP fee 20
4 3.25-3.6 70 and above 100% on Tuition & Annual fee 20
5 3.25-3.6 65 and above 75% on Tuition and Annual fee 10
6 3.25-3.6 55 and above 50% on Tuition and 50% on Annual fee 10
7 2.85-3.2 75 and above 100% on Tuition and Annual fee 10
8 2.85-3.2 65 and above 50% on Tuition and Annual fee 10
9 2.85-3.2 60 and above 25% on Tuition and Annual fee 10
10 2.85-3.2 55 and above 25% on Annual fee 15

SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME FOR CLASS -XII ACCORDING TO THE CLASS XI NEB 
RESULT

S.N. MARKS IN TERMINAL EXAM SCHOLARSHIP NO OF SCHALORS DURATION

1 Topper or 80% and above 100% on Tuition fee All 3 months
2 75% and above 50% on Tuition fee All 3 months
3 70% and above 25% on Tuition fee All 3 months

KMC Scholarship

Government of Nepal (GON) Scholarship
1.  GON provides 3% scholarship to students who have passed their SEE  

 from government school. 
   Student should be enlisted in merit list in KMC scholarship examination  

 which will be conducted by KMC.
2.   KMC provides 2% scholarship to students who have passed their SEE  

 from private schools.
  Students should be enlisted in merit list in KMC Entrance Examination.  

 Students should be admitted to the school to get scholarship. 

 Students securing at least 2.05 GPA in SEE or in an equivalent 
recognized Board with B grade each in Compulsory 
Mathematics and English will be eligible to apply.

 Admission is based on online entrance exam. Students must 
meet the criteria set by the college. Entrance questions include 
General Knowledge 20 marks+Maths 30 marks+English 50 marks.

 Only merititious students will be enlisted for admission.

S.N. MARKS IN NEB EXAM SCHOLARSHIP NO OF SCHALORS DURATION

1 3.76 and above 100% on Tuition fee All 3 months
2 3.66 to 3.75 50% on Tuition fee All 3 months
3 3.55 to 3.65 25% on Tuition fee All 3 months

SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME ACCORDING TO TERMINAL EXAMINATIONS 
OF CLASS XI AND XII
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Research and Presentation
Research helps students to identify real solutions of problems. 
It helps them to come up with innovative ideas and conclusions. 
Presentation is a great way to disseminate knowledge and hone 
communication skills. It boosts up public speaking experience and 
deepens one’s own understanding. It enhances confidence and 
provides valuable feedback for exploration of one’s own strength.

At KMSS you will get an opportunity to demystify research and research 
methods and have the better understanding of research approaches and 
skills. 

Students of Management should present their research in individual or in 
group. KMSS provides well equipped seminar hall and well experienced 
human resource to bolster presentation skills to our students. Students 
of Science present their curricular topics in regular interval.
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Dear Parents, Guardians and Students,

At the onset, I take pleasure 
in welcoming you and your 
wards to KMSS. Management 
as our flagship program caters 
profound managerial acumen, 
tailors specific interests and 
hones extensive leadership 
skills. We hearten the young 
minds to think out-of-the- box 
challenge the existing limits to 
thrive in the contemporary 
global career. At KMSS, the cozy 
classrooms and techno-friendly 
academic ambience allow for personal attention, a high level of 
interaction and facilitate for fruitful and enriching discussions among 
the students and faculty members. 

We provide unrivalled academic life and embody panorama of 
interests and aspiration to unleash your hidden potential and expose 
you to a broad array of academic activities. We strive to instill 
leadership, steadiness and assertiveness in our students through 
plethora of socio-cultural events and extra-curricular activities. 
Here, you’ll be a part of enduring scholarly traditions and have new 
experiences that you’ll keep in mind for a lifetime.

I am immensely elated to extend warm welcome to all SEE graduates 
who have the yearning to propel and augment their knowledge and 
skills to explore the wealth of opportunities. I look forward to team-
up with you in the development of your wards, so that they reach 
great heights!

Rajendra Regmi
Faculty of Management (Day Shift)

Academic Coordinator
Message from the

Are you looking for 
a good management 
school that fosters 
your holistic 
development? If so 
join Kathmandu 
Model Secondary 
School (KMSS +2) 
where you can 
find exceptional 
teaching learning 
e n v i r o n m e n t 
for Management 
Studies.

The world today 
is completely different from what it was a decade ago. 
The advancement in technology and huge stock of easily 
accessible information has changed the way we facilitate 
our students. We, at KMSS, have incorporated techno-
friendly teaching ambience that enables our students to 
cope, adapt and innovate at the same pace.

We have developed a culture that fosters horizontal 
learning across various disciplines. Here knowledge, 
leadership, Innovation and entrepreneurship are the 
presiding principles. In order to align the knowledge they 
garner at school with the real business environment, 
we have introduced Life Skills Development courses 
throughout the program. They further engage with our 
knowledge partners, corporate houses and experts to 
gain the real time insights. As a coordinator, I express my 
commitment on behalf of the management board to build 
a solid foundation for you. We are committed to building 
skilled and competent human resources that is able to 
engage, create and become agents of changes for the 
nation and eventually to a greater part of the world.

I welcome you to be a part of KMSS +2.

Manoj Kumar Subedi 
Faculty of Management (Morning Shift)

Message from the
Academic Coordinator
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Of course, every student is special, and they 
all have unique and individual motivational 
factors. Over and over again the teen-aged 
students are in dire need of a break and are 
prone to be ill-advised and imprudent. At 
KMSS, we really care for you and provide 
psychological counseling to help you 
maintain your goal-oriented behaviors and 
evade lackluster.  The career counseling 
department augments to explore 
possibilities that commensurate with your 
respective skills and abilities and boost your 
cognitive process and career objectives. 

Counseling 
and 
Motivation
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CAFETERIA
The college cafeteria serves hale and 
hearty meals and snacks to students 
and staff members at reasonable 
prices. The food menu is astutely set 
for different days across the week in 
order to best endow the students’ 
holistic needs for physical and 
intellectual growth and development, 
while carefully avoiding repetitiveness.

SPORTS AND  
CO CURRICULAR
In order to break the students’ 
languor from regular lectures, we 
provide basket ball, table tennis, chess 

and badminton to students during the recess. 
Besides, KMSS conducts extracurricular and co-
curricular activities throughout the academic year 
to explore and harness the hidden potential of the 
students.

LABORATORIES
The computer labs at KMSS are well organized 
and well equipped with cutting edge computers 
with latest software and technologies having 
unlimited internet access to leverage the practical 
handiness to the students and strengthen their 
understanding horizon.  The teachers take utmost 
care to provide every student with firsthand 
knowledge of computer.

HEALTH CARE
KMSS provides health care and medical 
emergencies to the students as and when 
considered necessary. The Medical Room is well 
equipped to provide First Aid to the injured and 

Facilities
HOSTELS
Living away from your home sweet home is 
a daunting task but you will have a smooth 
transition from home life to hostel life as you 
get a natural abode and homely care at KMSS. 
The spacious and clean rooms with all the 
modern facilities and amenities help in making 
the hostel environment jovial and compatible 
for you. We provide separate hostel facilities 
for girls and boys, including hygienic food, 
intensive care, study support, sports and 
entertainment. 
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ill students. The school also has a full 
time nurse to cater to the needs of 
the sick. There are separate sickrooms 
for girls and boys. KMSS also conduct 
regular health camps. 

LIBRARY
Our library is equipped with copious 
array of bountiful books to gratify the 
unending quest for knowledge.  It has 
a wide collection of books, periodicals, 
videos and CD-ROMs, e-library. It 
also provides updated medical and 
engineering entrance preparation 
books and other materials.

SEMINAR HALL
The college has two well equipped 
seminar halls with the capacity of 200 
seats for different kinds of interaction 
programmes, presentation to boost up 
confidence level of student, trainings 
and workshop.  

TECHNO-FRIENDLY 
CLASSES 
Classrooms of the 21st century need 
teachers of the 21st century.  So, in 
order to morph the role of teacher 

as per the need of the time, KMSS 
has given precedence to digital 
technologies in teaching learning 
activities. Our classes run through 
presentation methods such as 
computer-based projections and digital 
videos. 

BEC CLASSES 
(EMPOWERING STUDENTS 
TO TAKE THE LEAD)
Students who aspire to become and 
grow as managerial leaders and to 
get ample exposure in today’s built-
up milieu need to acquire specialized 
knowledge, skills and attitudes. KMSS 
avails BEC classes for all management 
students in order to prepare the future 
better entrepreneurs and to help them 
commune more effectively in a national 
and international work environment 
and face the myriads of challenges in 
global world. It enhances their reading, 
writing, listening and speaking skills 
in real life situations in the corporate 
world.
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ECA unveils a lot about students — in ways that grades and test 
scores can’t. The education today should cater such holistic education 
that will craft flexible, creative and proactive youths who could easily 
adopt in the increasingly fluid and rapidly evolving world in which we 
live. For a student of this generation, it is imperative that the student 
is adept, not only in academics, but is endowed with the qualities 
of a complete all-round student. KMSS proffers managerial insight 
to its students by heartening them getting on in plethora of co-
curricular and extra-curricular activities. These events foster a sense 
of commitment to a cause and hone managerial skills of organizing, 
team work, creativity and innovation. KMSS has earmarked surfeit 
impetus ECA and CCA activities:
n	Social awareness 
n Debate and quiz competition
n Cultural programs
n National writing and Debate Competition
n Organize industrial visits, Hiking and excursion
n Sports
n Art competition
n Mr. & Miss KMC
n Singing & Dance competition
n  Presentation competition
n  Chess and Poem competition
n  Writing and Publishing
n  Club Activities

ECA and 
CCA   
Activities
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Shivapuri Hiking
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KMC Annual Fest
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Clubs
At KMSS, there are array of 
clubs available for students to 
join and widen their horizon 
and experience. The clubs 
are student-managed with 
myriad activities varying on 
the specific purpose of each 
respective club which allow 
you to pursue your current 
interests and passions and 
perhaps even find ones 
you didn’t know you had. 
The clubs will help you gain 
invaluable leadership, social 
and personal skills as well 
as life skills connecting you 
with other students who have 
similar interests.  The clubs 
give you the opportunity to 
apply classroom learning to 
the outside world. They also 
channelize diverse interests 
by providing them with an 
avenue to display their talents. 

The Robotics Club
It provides the platform and technical support to fervent innovators to unleash their 
capability in Robotics, Engineering, and Mechanical design.  

The Vanguards: Research and Exhibition Club
It offers plentiful opportunities to partake in a research works and encourages them 
to challenge themselves. 

The Talking Titans: Research and Presentation Club 
This club is intended for management streams. It enhances public speaking among 
students and brings out the talents of students through Power Point Presentation 
and many other innovative programs. 

The Orator’s Club: Speaker’s Club 
It aims at developing oratory- speech and debating skills of the students by building 
the confidence in students to tackle with the mass without hesitation and present 
their ideas freely with the power of their voice.

The Wordsworthers: Literature Club 
This club provides a platform for students to express their ideas through the power 
of their words and guidance to expose the literary talent embedded inside them. 

The Orange Marmalade: ECA Club 
It provides equal opportunities to all the students in different ECA and CCA 
activities and appreciates their full participation. 

The Creative Crew: Art Club 
It backs up the artistic talents of students to the fullest and provides students with 
pleasure deepen appreciation and enjoyment of art and entices them to produce a 
beautiful work of art.

The Dreamers: Dance Club 
The Dreamers guides the dancers to engross the souls along with the body for a 
better expression of their dance forms. 

The Melodious: Singing Club
This ideal club is the place for building singing confidence and practicing amongst a 
group of laid-back like minded individuals to hone students’ singing skills.

The Eco Club
If you espouse saving Mother Earth and she is something you’re fanatical about, 
consider joining Eco Club, where you will get avenues to engage in various projects 
of planting saplings and help clean up and green up your vicinity. 

The Community Outreach Club
It aims at helping students to envisage a strong sense of social liability through an 
earnest endeavor to contribute for the well being of the deprived and needy people.
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Kathmandu  
Youth 
Conclave 
2019
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Miss Teen National 2016 Simran Pant Miss Teen 2016 Jasmine Khadka 

Miss Teen 2015 Dhriti K.C. 
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International Relation
Georgia Southwestern State University, USA
Kathmandu Model College (KMC) and Georgia Southwestern 
State University in the US have agreed to promote the 
cooperation and the advancement of academic and educational 
exchanges between the two institutions.  A MOU that has been 
signed to this effect includes - exchange of students, exchange 
of faculty or staff, special academic program and extend study 
abroad program. Meritorious students with outstanding academic 
performance will be immensely benefitted from this program.

Qtec Learning Solutions-UK
In this technologically advanced today’s world, Soft Skills are 
imperative for learners of all age groups in order to better realize 
their full potential. QTEC Learning Solutions-UK goes beyond the 
prescribed classroom text books. Adhering to QCF benchmarks, 
we ensure that learners are provided sufficient and relevant 
support and resources so that they 
will be able to attain their growth 
and development as individuals 
in multiple ways. QTEC Learning 
Solutions-UK strives to offer the 
highest quality

Soft Skills Qualifications by:
- Developing programmes that are 

practical and relevant
- Ensuring integrity in maintaining 

international quality standards
- Supporting teachers to facilitate 

the growth and development of 
learners

- Empowering learners in multiple 
ways so that they are able to 
maximise personal benefits out of 
our So Skills programmes

- Assessing learners using methods 
that will enable them to express 
their practical and transferable 
skills

Mokpo National University, South Korea
KMC has been tied up with Mokpo National University, South Korea 
for the exchange of students and teachers between two nations.

Tongren Polytechnic College, China
KMC has signed up with Tongren Polytechnic College, China for 
students exchange, faculty and expert exchange, joint research, mutual 
assistance and services, exchange of information and developments 
between two nations.

University of Missouri, USA
KMC has signed up with University of Missouri, USA which will 
encourage the exchange of faculty members for joint teaching and 
research programs.
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KMC also has its Plus two unit at Balkumari Lalitpur. It was owned by KMC 
in the year 2013. With the proactive presence and support of KMC and its 
qualified, dedicated management team and faculties it also aims at achieving 
excellence in the academic arena. It is integrated part of KMC, and thus the 
same academic calendar is put into practice.
 
It feels proud of its own buildings having unique design of its main premises 
that has remained as a symbol of our commitment to the innovation in the field 
of education. The squat box-like building and the signature blue framework 
are elements of pure architectural bliss, making you forget the eyesore right 
outside the walls. Apart from its aesthetic pleasure the building is designed as 
High Earthquake-Resistant. Our Classrooms and labs are wide and spacious, 
equipped with sufficient modern teaching-learning aids.

PROGRAM
+2    SCIENCE MANAGEMENT HUMANITIES     LAW

Kathmandu Model 
Secondary SchoolKMSS
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Kathmandu Model College (KMC), established in 2000, has its own educational network which consists of the 
Secondary School and Bachelor Level Programs such as +2, BBA, BSW, BBS, BHM and BA. The network also runs 
many other academic programs such as MA (English), MBS and KMC School that runs classes from playgroup to 
class X. Since May 2007, Himalaya College of Engineering, affiliated to TU, has come under the umbrella of KMC 
network, and New Summit College has also come under its network. In a few years of time, KMC has become a top 
ranking college in the nation. Besides KMSS Bagbazar, there are 9 different  academic institutions.   

KMC Educational  
Network

Science
Management

Law
Humanities

+2

BCA   BBM

BCA
Civil , Computer,
Electronics, Communication 
& Information

B. Architecture

Bagbazar, Kathmandu 
Tel: 4242865Tel: 4620522, 4620523

BSc. cSIT BCA BBM

NEW SUMMIT COLLEGE 
Balkumari, Lalitpur, Nepal
Tel: 5201331, 5201334

Science
Management
Law
Humanities

Kathmandu Model 
Secondary SchoolKMSS

Maitidevi, Kathmandu
Tel: 4428321, 4442775

Law
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https://www.facebook.com/kmcbagbazar

https://www.youtube.com/Kathmandu Model College
@@ @

www.ktmmodelcollege.edu.np

Academic Excellence through Quality Education

kathmandu model 
secondary school 
GPO Box: 4470, Fax: 4269774, Bagbazar, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: 4242121, 4242015, (KMC +2 Program) 
Email: kmcbagbazar@ktmmodelcollege.edu.np

KMC new building with 
international standard 
under construction


